Open and closed states of the plasmodial surface anion channel.
The malaria parasite, Plasmodium falciparum, causes most of its clinical sequelae through its intracellular growth and multiplication in human red blood cells (RBCs). During this intracellular cycle, the parasite markedly alters the membrane transport properties of the host RBC through the induction of an unusual ion channel known as the plasmodial surface anion channel (PSAC). In addition to its unusual selectivity and pharmacology, PSAC exhibits atypical voltage-dependent gating; single-channel recordings reveal fast-flickering behavior interspersed with periods of inactivity. Detailed study of its gating properties have been complicated by the technical difficulty of obtaining single PSAC recordings, its small conductance, and various sources of error important for fast-flickering channels. Here, we developed an automated algorithm to analyze large amounts of single-channel data with particular emphasis on these sources of error. This algorithm was evaluated with high-quality single-channel and multichannel recordings obtained in the presence and absence of furosemide, a well-known PSAC antagonist. Our analysis reveals that the adequate description of PSAC gating requires only one exponentially decaying open state, but at least three closed channel states. This model was further supported by single-channel recordings in the presence of furosemide, which inhibits PSAC with moderate affinity through an allosteric mechanism.